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CEO Message 

It is a globally accepted fact that the development of talent and proficient human capital, investment in human 
development, and building corporate excellence capabilities represent key enablers for supporting and developing 
government entities, corporations, and various institutions, as well as different bodies and individuals. Corporate 
Excellence Masters International (CMI) is particularly aware of the enormous significance of these variables, 
which pose real challenges in the areas of human development investment, in addition to corporate and individual 
excellence. CMI has therefore established a set of highly specialized centers, namely:
• Talent, Skills and Knowledge Center (TASK)
• Consultancy, Research & Excellence Center (CORE) 
• Translation, Editing & Media Center (TEAM),
and thereby, brought in a developmental view for the latest best practices in the areas of training and development 
services. 
The diverse and comprehensive nature of CMI corporate services has enabled the organization to act as a strategic 
partner for clients, crafting customized solutions to meet the needs and aspirations of our partners. Our services 
vary from in-house training, certified courses and consultancy to legal translation and simultaneous interpretation.
CMI ensures that clients receive the highest quality services, which regularly exceed their expectations in a consistent 
and sustainable manner.
Finally, we are confident that the services offered by CMI centers will constantly continue to evolve and deliver 
added value for our partners, while meeting our client’s needs. CMI will continue to develop fruitful partnerships 
to underscore and maintain its pioneering role in the development of international best practices. We invite you to 
experience the CMI approach. 
 

Dr. Emad Eddien Hussein
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About Corporate Excellence Masters International

CMI’s areas of expertise span the core functions found in government entities and large to midsized corporations. All 
our services are built around the conviction that simple imitation of best practices in an industry does not render the 
breakthrough impact for our clients, therefore we always aspire to create added value and inspire creativity and innovation. 
We believe that customized, leading-edge results require leading-edge methods and approaches. Therefore, CMI invests 
heavily in developing such approaches in all the areas most critical to our clients. Our team draws upon years of direct, 
front-line experience as well as in-depth industry knowledge to ensure our clients› success. CMI collaborates with the 
world’s leading organizations, to drive growth. We deliver expertise that crosses boundaries into every facet of your 
industry, with hands-on strategic, operational, functional, and technological proficiency.

CMI helps senior executives and their teams with actionable insights, analytical tools, and advisory support, to meet all 
their needs with integrated solutions.

CMI has three specialized centers
TASK Center: Talent – Skills & Knowledge Development Center 
CORE Center: Consultancy, Research, & Excellence Center 
TEAM Center: Translation, Editing & Media Center

CMI Team
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Vision

A leading and innovative provider of Training & Development, Consulting, 
Corporate Excellence and Support services.
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Mission

A strategic partner supporting  public and private entities in the MENA 
region to achieve their goals and fulfill their expectations through a 
bundle of sustainable services in the domains of training & development, 
corporate excellence, consulting, outsourcing,  translation, editing and 
media  adopting best practices.
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Values

•     Credibility
•     Professionalism
•     Creativity & Innovation
•     Excellence
•     Strategic Partnership
•     Sustainability
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Overview of Talent, Skills & Knowledge Development Center - (TASK)

TASK focuses on offering a wide range of training programs and providing trainers and experts specialized in a variety of corporate 
training and development programs. Internationally accredited courses are given to trainees according to the highest professional 
standards. Through implementation of state-of-the-art training mechanisms, TASK stays up to date of the latest developments in the 
field of training worldwide. TASK offers quality and proficiency in a wide range of specialties including human capital development, 
corporate excellence and quality advanced soft skills, saftey & security and medical. 

Through TASK expertise in Training Needs Analysis (TNA), solutions are designed to your specific needs and are aligned with your 
strategic objectives. TNA is the first critical stage in the training cycle, and the other stages are normally identified as design development, 
implementation and evaluation. Our training methodology is a process that evolves and revolves as a continuous cycle of improvements. 

The evaluation phase includes a re-assessment of training needs - leading on to reinitiating the TNA process to ensure continuous 
improvement. 

Through the TASK center, we seek to offer value-added trainings that accomplish the targets of building internal capacities and maximizes 
your organization’s ROI. As part of TASK’s quality assurance process, before any training takes place we will jointly agree on a set of 
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) that will be measured and monitored throughout the duration of the training contract. These may 
include; skill level improvement, end-user satisfaction. 

We will then analyze your progress against these KPIs and proactively suggest areas where improvements could be made on our 
training program.
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TASK Section Center 

•     Corporate Excellence Programs Section

•     In-House Programs Section

•     Public Programs Section
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Task Services

Through TASK, we perform a key role in supporting organizations, corporations, ministries, government and semi-
government entities in different sectors through the services we offer: 

•     EFQM certified Corporate Excellence Programs (Journey to Excellence – J2E, Leaders for Excellence – 
      L4E, and Certified EFQM Assessor Training – EAT, and Internal Assessor Training - IAT).
•     Purchasing, Contract and Negotiation Programs. 
•     Strategic Planning and Strategy Development Skills Programs. 
•     Human Development Programs (development and management).
•     Legal Translation and Contract Writing Programs.
•     Legal Training Programs. 
•     Technical Programs. 
•     Soft Skills. 
•     Administrative Training.
•     Security Training. 
•     Training in the field of HSE.
•     Medical Training.

These programs are either offered to the public or are customized according to your needs.
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Stages of Training

Pre-Training

   • Undertake all logistic preparations based on the nature of the training program. 

   • Assess and validate the training needs through our TASK methodology.

   • Prepare course material according to learning objectives and the standerd training delivering criteria . 

During Training

   • Work towards creating a distinguished training program that exceeds the client’s needs and requirements.

   • Keep track of each trainee to determine that he/she benefitted from the program.

Post Training

   • Prepare a customized training assessment reports.

   • Utilize the assessment findings/results in a process of continuous improvement and career development.

   • Arrange for field visits for participants to assess and keep track of the actual impact of training, and consolidate.
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What Distinguishes TASK Services? 

• We start by understanding your objectives, expectations and needs. Following that we define specific service levels.

•  We help you identify competency  gaps and determine suitable target competency levels by employee groups – this could be by title,   
job function, or business unit. This will enable us to set out a clear path on how to achieve your objectives and ensure success.

•  Based on your defined objectives, we design optimal solutions and consult on challenges that face your organization in relation to:   
urgency of various employee groups’ training needs, budget, location of employees; and identified skills need improvement, then we 
make recommendations on which training solution to provide you to meet the targeted objectives and timescales.

•  We constantly monitor and analyze results and proactively suggest solutions to improve and motivate the trainee’s progress. 
  Throughout the delivery stage, we provide project support to you and your employees in training.
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Significant Achievements of TASK Center

TASK is proud of its achievements, up to the end of 2012, we have:

• Trained over 4632 trainees in administrative programs.  

• Trained over 423 trainees in quality programs.

• Qualified 70 EFQM Certified Assessors in accordance with the EFQM Excellence model.

• Qualified 333 trainees in (Journey to Excellence) and (Leaders for Excellence) according to the EFQM.

• Trained over 220 trainees in safety, security and medical fields.  

• Trained and qualified 7 EFQM Master Assessors (the first group worldwide to be trained according to the EFQM 2013 Model).
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TASK Clients

•     Abu Dhabi Police (GHQ).

•     Department of Economic Development – Abu Dhabi (DED).

•     Abu Dhabi Quality and Conformity Council (QCC).

•     Abu Dhabi Ports Company (ADPC).

•     Emirates Identity Authority – Abu Dhabi (EIDA).

•     General Civil Aviation Authority (GCAA).

•     Abu Dhabi National Oil Company (ADNOC).

•     Abu Dhabi Airports Company (ADAC).

•     Abu Dhabi Chamber.

•     Ruwais Fertilizer Industries (FERTIL).

•     Abu Dhabi Water & Electricity Authority (ADWEA).

•     Health Authority – Abu Dhabi (HAAD).

•     Al-Qassim Chamber of Commerce and Industry (in KSA).
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Pictures of some Training and Consultation Activities
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“Effective Leadership” Course - 2012 
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Master Assessor Training (MAT) -2012
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EFQM Assessor Training (EAT) - 2012
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Journey to Excellence (J2E) – 2013
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Leaders for Excellence (L4E) - 2012
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CMI - Awarded as Ideal Partner of Abu Dhabi Police GHQ 2011 - 2012 
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CMI Consulting Team Honored by RAK Courts Department
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Appreciation and Recognition for CMI
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To Contact TASK Center:

In-House & Public Courses
Mr. Hassan Abdo
Mobile: +971 50 800 89 81

Tel : + 971 2 671 88 21  •  Fax : + 971 2 671 95 13  •  P.O.Box:106754 Abu Dhabi - U.A.E
E-Mail: task@cmiexcellence.com   •  Website: www.cmiexcellence.com
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Consultancy, Research and Excellence Center - (CORE)

CORE is the consulting arm of Corporate Excellence Masters International (CMI). The center offers integrated consultancy 
services enabling your organization, whether it is a government or private entity, to achieve its respective organizational 
objectives and to exceed your expectations. 

Committed to and inspired by CMI’s core values; CORE has been instrumental to many partners success in overcoming 
business and managerial challenges. Similarly quality of services and deliverables is an uncompromised principle at CORE. 
Moreover, knowledge transfer and empowerment of your employees and young professionals constitute another value 
proposition offered by CORE. 

Since CORE is part of CMI which is based in Abu Dhabi – UAE; CORE has carefully aligned its service offerings to the UAE’s     
Vision 2021 and Abu Dhabi Vision 2030. This has been achieved in many ways to fuel and supply the required individual and 
organizational capacity to create and maintain a knowledge-based, sustainable economy in Abu Dhabi in particular and the 
UAE in general. 
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Service Offerings:

•     Organizational Development
•     Corporate Excellence
•     Strategy Development and Management
•     Corporate Performance Management
•     Corporate Governance
•     Business Process Management
•     Quality Management Systems
•     Program and Project Management
•     Human Capital
•     Benchmarking and Best Practice
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Offered Services       Description

Corporate Excellence •     Implementation of the EFQM Excellence Model
•     External and Mock Assessment
•     Development and setup of internal and industry excellence awards
•     Self-Assessment and feedback reporting
•     Corporate Health Check for Excellence

Organizational Development •     Organizational structures and functional charts
•     Organizational structure redesign and re-alignment
•     Defining and re-defining functional charts
•     Developing and implementing change enablement programs
•     Preparing authority manuals
•     Preparing job and role descriptions

Strategy Development 
and Management

•     Developing corporate strategy
•     Review and update corporate strategy
•     Setup strategy management offices
•     Aligning corporate strategy to business lines and functions
•     Developing and updating operational plans

Corporate Performance
Management

•     Balanced scorecard implementation
•     Setting and determining performance measures (KPIs) and targets
•     Cascading corporate performance objectives to individual 
      organizational units and employees
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Offered Services     Description

Corporate Governance •     Designing and developing governance framework and model
•     Implementing Governance framework and model
•     Governance assessment and evaluation

Business Process Management •     Aligning business processes to strategy
•     Planning , documenting , implementing and improving business processes
•     Developing business processes performance measures and KPIs
•     Business processes health check
•     Developing standard operating procedures

Quality Management Systems •     Setting and developing Quality Management Systems (ISO 9001 
       and other quality standards)
•     Documenting ISO 9001 requirements
•     Setting up and designing Quality Management Offices
•     Quality Management Representatives coaching and mentoring.
•     Implementing ISO 9001:2008,
•     Implementing ISO 29990, ISO 17025 & ISO 15189

Program and Project 
Management

•     Setting up and designing Program Management Offices (PMO)
•     Implementing and improving POMs
•     Executing strategic projects
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Offered Services       Description

Human Capital •     Developing and implementing talent development and management programs
•     Preparing human capital oriented HR policies and procedures
•     Human capital health check and feedback reporting
•     Career development and planning
•     Succession planning and management
•     Training and development planning
•     Developing and implementing employee performance management programs
•     Training Impact Assessment

Benchmarking and Best 
Practices

•     Defining benchmarking strategy, scope , processes and predetermined outcomes
•     Planning and managing of benchmarking visits and reporting.
•     Supporting organizations on sighting, customizing and implementing best practices
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Success Stories / Example of Recent Consulting Projects

To Contact Consultancy, Research and Excellence Center (CORE)  - E-Mail: core@cmiexcellence.com
Tel.: +971 2 671 8821 •  Fax: +971 2 671 9513  •  P.O. Box: 106754 - Abu Dhabi, UAE  •  Website: www.cmiexcellence.com 

Project            Client

Developing and updating Strategic Framework 
Preparation & Assessment for ISO9001:2008 Surveillance Audit
Developing Strategic Framework
Mock EFQM Assessment 
Final Assessment (EFQM)
Building Internal Capacity 
Building Internal Capacity 
Building Internal Capacity 
Building Internal Capacity 

• Private Security Business Department - PSBD
• IT Department – ADP  • Education Department - ADP
• National Security Institute - NSI
• Sheikh Saqr Program for Government Excellence - SSPGE
• Sheikh Saqr Program for Government Excellence - SSPGE
• London Police Attaché’s Office – ADP 
• Washington Police Attaché’s Office - ADP
• Paris Police Attaché’s Office - ADP
• Sydney Police Attaché’s Office - ADP
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Translation, Editing And Media Center (TEAM)

Owing to the high demand for high-quality translation and interpretation services in the Gulf region, CMI established the 
TEAM center to meet those needs and also to offer a “one-stop shop” for all related translation services that include editing, 
proofreading, creative writing, copywriting, graphic design and publishing. TEAM’s unique role hinges on a thorough 
understanding of the need for an outstanding translation that presents not only an accurate interpretation of the original 
text, but a translated text that reflects the beauty and splendor of the original text, in harmony with the culture and linguistic 
structure of the target language.

TEAM’s highly specialized translators and interpreters are committed to the highest standards of professionalism, quality 
and efficiency.

TEAM’s translation services are available for various types of materials, ranging from information booklets and brochures,
to more sensitive and sophisticated documents such as contracts, agreements, and treaties. Moreover, TEAM’s services
include the provision of all media translations (subtitling and dubbing) in addition to interpretation services (Simultaneous 
and Consecutive).

It is TEAM’s mission to offer outstanding translation in order to achieve the intended communication purposes and to fully 
reflect both the meaning and content of the original texts.
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Key Qualities of TEAM Services

TEAM  has dedicated, talented, and expert translators, with outstanding experience and competence, specialized in professional translation and 
interpretation.

TEAM  understands that translation is a delicate process requiring intuitive interpretation of wording and intent. We believe that even the most advanced 
translation software and websites are unable to translate texts to a level of accuracy that conveys the original human intent Therefore, we do not 
rely on the use of such tools and guarantee a personal and tailored service from our team of experts.

TEAM  implements a sophisticated review and checking system where text is proof-read by language specialists who take into account the composition, 
punctuation and grammar so as to deliver a high quality text to the client.

TEAM  preserves the confidentiality of all documents, out of respect to your privacy and security. We also ensure that our translation team abides by the 
same confidentiality principles during all stages of translation.

TEAM provides very competitive prices with preferential deals for repeated and long-term business.
TEAM aims to serve you in a bespoke manner, adhering to international standards and best-practice in customer service.
TEAM  appreciates the significance of its role in showcasing the elegance and sophistication of our beautiful Arabic language and in promoting inter-

cultural translation, communication and dialogue between Western and Arab communities.
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TEAM Services & Types of Translation

In addition to high quality translation services and training in both Arabic and English, TEAM Center offers other services related to translation, including:

•     Certified Legal Translation (Ministry of Justice License No. 301, since 2007)
•     Translation of articles, letters, books, researches, and contracts.
•     Simultaneous interpretation.
•     Consecutive interpretation.
•     Subtitling and dubbing services for video, talk shows, webcasts, audio books, etc…
•     Localization and cultural adaptation of Internet websites and software.
•     Specialized courses in translation and interpretation.
•     Proofreading services, editing and creative writing.
•     Graphic design and publishing of books and brochures.
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Translation 
Process
7 STEPS

2- TEAM Center
Coordinator analyzes

and categorizes
the document.

5- The revised
translation is

reviewed by SME

1- Reception desk
receives a hard

copy of the document
or client sends

by email

3- The specialized
translator(s)

start working on the
document.

4- A senior translator
reviews the

translation and
approves it.

7- The Translation is
delivered to the

client.

6- A proofreader 
reviews the translation in 
terms of punctuation and 

grammar.

Translation Process
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Simultaneous
Interpretation 

Process
9 Steps

1- Check with client
if equipment is

needed, or already
built in the venue.

9- Arrive on site
one hour prior to

start of event

7- Arrange to meet
speakers if available

prior to event.

8- Arrange to meet with
speakers if available

prior to event

2- Identify how
many headsets

are required

4- Prepare a quote
and proceed

further once approved
by the client.

5- Request event
agenda, speeches

and presentations by 
email.

6- Visit venue one
day prior to
the event.

3- Obtain venue
details and duration

of event

Simultaneous Interpretation Process
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 Prominent Achievements of (TEAM) Center

TEAM is not only regarded as a service provider, but also a strategic partner. The most prominent 
achievements of TEAM include the following:

Abu Dhabi Quality and 
Conformity Council

Qassim Chamber of 
Commerce, KSA

Quality & Conformity Council Book 
(National Quality Infrastructure)

ResultProjectEntity

Translation of Qassim Investment 
Strategy (Handbook)
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 Some of our Simultaneous Interpretation Conferences

1 - World Summit Award (WSA) – ADSIC Abu Dhabi – February 2013.
2 - Tawazun ADIOC Conference – Abu Dhabi – February 2013.
3 -  WTO Regional Workshop on certain Topical Issues in Regard to Intellectual Property for Arab members and Observers.
4 - UNDP - Ministry of Economy & Planning – Abu Dhabi.
5 - The 17th & 18th Abu Dhabi International Book Fairs.      
6 - Announcement of ADACH Strategic Plan.
7 - Abu Dhabi National Energy (TAQA) General Assembly.
8 -  Counter Terrorism Forum (GCTF) April 2012 –Abu Dhabi –Jumeirah Hotel at Ettihad Towers (Ministry of Foreign Affairs).
9 - FANR– Intercontinental Hotel – July 2012.
10 - HazMat Medical Training – Rocco Forte Hotel, December 2012.
11 -  Department of Planning & Economy- Abu Dhabi Economic Forum 2009 – Press Release- 2009-2012
12 - SCAD Workshops (2010 – 2011) Islamic Development Bank – Conference.
13 - Talking Art- The Royal Academy Series , Emirates Palace -Abu Dhabi, February 2009.
14 - Architecture, Art and Design, Emirates Palace Hotel.
15 - Art and Happiness (Romero Britto), Emirates Palace Hotel.
16 - CNIA Human Resources Program.
17 - The Second International Talent Conference October 2009.
18 - ADEC Celebrates Students Accomplishments Achieved Abroad – 2009 
19 -  Workshop on basic Human Rights – Abu Dhabi Judicial Department- Human Rights Office.
20 - WRDC – Workshops/ Meetings
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Abu Dhabi Police GHQ

Abu Dhabi Police GHQ

•    Translation and editing of all 
     submissions for the International 
     Business Award 
     (Stevie Award)

ResultProjectEntity

•   Translation and editing 
    of all submissions for the 
    American Society for Training & 
    Development (ASTD) Awards

Cooperation with ADP in preparing and translating the following documents
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To Contact TEAM Center 

Senior Coordinator of TEAM Center
Mr. Alaa Zalat 
team@cmiexcellence.com
Mobile : + 971 50 131 6932  
Tel : + 971 2 671 88 21 
Fax : +971 2 671 9513
P.O.Box: 106754 - Abu Dhabi, UAE

www.cmiexcellence.com
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